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Abstract12

The increasing need to develop a rapid understanding of plant functional13

dynamics has led to the employment of sensor technology for non-destructive14

assessment of plants. Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) being an integration of15

two modalities, imaging and point spectroscopy, is nowadays emerging as a16

potential tool for rapid, non-destructive and automated close range assess-17

ment of plants functional dynamics both in terms of structure and physiology.18

Firstly, this paper presents an overview of some basic concepts of close19

range HSI on plants, concerning the plant-light interaction, instrumental20

setup, and spectral data analysis. Furthermore, the work reviews recent ad-21

vances of HSI for plant related studies under controlled experimental con-22

ditions as well as in natural agricultural settings. Applications are dis-23

cussed on foliar content estimation, variety identification, growth monitoring,24

stress and disease-related studies, phenotyping and adoption of HSI in high-25

throughput phenotyping platforms (HTPPs).26

Close range HSI is a challenging task and suffers from technical complex-27
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ities related to external factors (e.g. illumination effects) as well as plant-28

related factors (e.g. complex plant geometry). The paper finally discusses29

some of the technical challenges related to the implementation of HSI in the30

close range assessment of plant traits.31

Keywords: Plant traits;, phenotyping;, pigments;, non-destructive;,32

imaging spectroscopy33

1. Nomenclature34

(x,y) —– Spatial coordinate of HSI35

3D —– Three dimensional36

AMB —– Apple marssonina blotch37

ANN —– Artificial neural network38

BLR —– Binary logistic regression39

deg C —– Celsius40

C–O —– Carbon and oxygen bond41

CCD —– Chage coupled device42

CLS —– Cercospora leaf spot43

CMOS —– Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor44

CSIRO —– Commonwealth scientific and industrial research organisation45

e.g. —– Example46

ELM —– Extended learning machine47

EM —– Electromagnetic48

EMR —– Electromagnetic radiation49

gcm−2 —– gram per square centimetre50

GA-PLS —– Genetic algorithm partial least square51
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gkg−1 —– gram per kilogram52

gm−2 —– gram per square meter53

HPLC —– High performance liquid chromatography54

HSI —– Hyperspectral imaging55

HTPPs —— High-throughput phenotyping platforms56

Idark —– Dark reference57

IR —– Reflectance58

Iraw —– Raw image59

Iwhite —– White reference60

ICA —– Independent component analysis61

InGaAs —– Indium gallium arsenide62

λ —– wavelength63

LDA —– Linear discriminant analysis64

LED —– Light emitting diode65

mgg−1 —– milligram per gram66

MLR —– Multiple linear regression67

MSC —– Multiplicative scatter correction68

N–H —– Nitrogen hydrogen bond69

NIR —– Near-infrared70

nm —– nanometre71

O–H —– Oxygen hydrogen bond72

O3 —– Ozone73

PCA —– Principal component analysis74

PLS-LDA —– Partial least square linear discriminant analysis75

PLSR —– Partial least square regression76
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POD —– Per-oxidase77

PSI —– Photon system instruments78

R2 —– Correlation coefficient79

R692/R530 —– Ration of 692 and 530 wavebands80

R692/R732 —– Ration of 692 and 732 wavebands81

R702/R718 —– Ration of 702 and 718 wavebands82

RGB —– Red green blue83

RMSE —– Root mean squared error84

ROI —– Region of interest85

SAM —– Spectral angle mapper86

SiVM —– Simplex volume maximisation87

SNV —– Standard normal variate88

SVM —– Support vector machine89

SVR —– Support vector regression90

SWIR —– Short-wave infrared91

TMV —– Tobacco mosaic virus92

UV —– Ultraviolet93

VIB —– Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnologie94

VIS —– Visible95

96

2. Introduction97

To increase the agriculture productivity, it is important to develop high-98

yielding crops which can adapt to future climatic conditions (Furbank &99

Tester, 2011). Moreover, the assessment of existing and to be developed100
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high-yielding crop plants is crucial to understand how the detrimental effects101

of surrounding environment limit their growth and yield, further supporting102

the development of optimal plant varieties. Traditional methods used for103

plant assessment are still time-consuming, labour intensive and destructive104

in nature (Busemeyer et al., 2013).105

The need for fast, non-destructive and high throughput alternative tech-106

nologies for plant assessment has lead to the development of new and the107

re-use of different existing sensor technologies from various scientific domains108

(Li et al., 2014). One such emerging sensor technology for non-destructive,109

rapid and automated assessment of plants is the HSI (Matsuda et al., 2012).110

The application of HSI can be found in diverse domains of research such as111

remote sensing (Blackburn, 2007), foods(Mishra et al., 2016, 2015; Wu &112

Sun, 2013), microbiology (Gowen et al., 2015) and pharmaceutical sciences113

(Gendrin et al., 2008). In particular, in remote sensing, vegetation monitor-114

ing has been studied using HSI for many years (Blackburn, 2007), and has115

motivated the use of HSI for exploring plants at close range.116

A HSI system integrates a spectrograph that records reflectance in a117

wide range of the spectrum, including the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS)118

and near-infrared (NIR) into a digital sensor (Bock et al., 2010). Data is119

generated in the form of a 3D spatial map of spectral variation: the first two120

dimensions provide the spatial information and a third dimension accounts121

for the spectral information. Being an integration of imaging and conven-122

tional spectroscopy, HSI can obtain complementary information from both123

domains. While point spectroscopy gathers information to understand the124

physiology of the plants (Montes et al., 2007), the information from imaging125
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technology is used to understand the structural dynamics (Dhondt et al.,126

2014; Bucksch et al., 2014; Apelt et al., 2015). In combination, HSI has the127

potential to extract integrated spatial and spectral information related to the128

plant’s functional dynamics regarding both structure and physiology (Ustin129

& Gamon, 2010; Rascher et al., 2011; Mahlein et al., 2012a; Kuska et al.,130

2015; Bergsträsser et al., 2015).131

Various emerging applications of HSI related to plants biochemistry esti-132

mation (Vigneau et al., 2011), stress detection (Rumpf et al., 2010; Mahlein133

et al., 2010, 2013), species identification (Kumar et al., 2010) and Phenotyp-134

ing (Leucker et al., 2017; Wahabzada et al., 2016) have gained the interest of135

plant biologists and agronomist all over the globe, covering the need for a fast,136

non-destructive and visually interpretable technology (Fiorani et al., 2012;137

Rascher et al., 2011). Furthermore, HSI has been increasingly integrated138

with HTPPs for controlled and automated assessment of plants (Busemeyer139

et al., 2013). HTPPs perform qualitative and quantitative determination of140

functional plant traits, such as plant growth and biomass yield, resulting from141

the interaction of the genetic characteristics of the plant with surrounding142

controlled environmental conditions (Furbank & Tester, 2011). These func-143

tional traits are reflected into different regions of the reflectance spectrum144

and can be estimated through HSI.145

The HSI can be used to image the complete plants, as is required in a146

monitoring experiment, as well as to image plucked leaves from the plants147

to perform quantitative or qualitative analysis of interest. Individual plant148

pixels captured by HSI provide spectral information related to the chemi-149

cal composition of the plant, i.e. its physiological status (Behmann et al.,150
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2015). To understand the effects of artificial or natural environmental fac-151

tors, the plant spectra can be explored and used for model development. For152

example, in the case of stress related studies, stress resulting from a drought153

induces degradation of the leaf chlorophyll content leading to an increase154

in reflectance over the whole VIS spectrum (400-700 nm). Similar infor-155

mation generated by HSI can be used for identification, quantification and156

spatial representation of nutrient deficiencies, diseases, and drought under157

controlled experiments in a greenhouse or under uncontrolled conditions in158

an agriculture field (Sankaran et al., 2010).159

The aim of the paper is to provide the reader with an overview of the160

principles, instrumentation and data handling of close range HSI of plants,161

followed by a review of recent applications of plant assessment using HSI. Fi-162

nally, the major challenges associated with the implementation of close range163

HSI for plants are discussed, and the paper is concluded with some future164

directions. All the applications reviewed in the paper were studies performed165

after the year 2000 and were selected from six different domains related to166

exploration of plants, i.e. foliar biochemistry estimation, leaf monitoring,167

species identification, stress detection, phenotyping and HTPPs.168

3. Interaction of plants with light169

The interaction of light (electromagnetic radiation (EMR)) with plants170

differs according to the light frequencies. Since the leaves are mainly respon-171

sible for the photosynthetic activity, the interaction of light with the leaves172

is of particular interest (Jacquemoud & Ustin, 2001). For green leaves, the173

relevant regions of EMR are the VIS region (400-700 nm), responsible for ab-174
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Figure 1: Interaction of light with leaf. (a) specular reflection, (b) diffuse reflection, (c)

light absorption and (d) light transmission.

sorption of light by photosynthetic pigments; the NIR (700-1100 nm), dom-175

inated by absorption by dry matter; and the short-wave infrared (1100-2500176

nm), where absorption by water takes place.177

When light enters the leaf surface, its EM field interacts with the localised178

EM field of atoms within the surface. The optical properties of leaves and179

the characteristics of the incident light determine how the light gets affected.180

Typically, light can interact with leaves in the following ways: reflection, scat-181

tering, absorption and transmission. Commonly, the first interaction takes182

place at the surface, where part of the light is reflected back as illustrated in183
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Figure 1(a). Upon entering just beneath the surface level, light is scattered184

(Figure 1(b)). In scattering, the light ray interacts with the leaves structures185

which cause irregularities (deflections) in its propagation Chen et al. (2006).186

When these abnormalities are considered to be random and dense enough, the187

average of their individual effects leads to a common physical phenomenon188

called diffuse reflection. In absorption, illustrated in Figure 1(c), the photon189

transfers all its energy to an electron in the absorbing material. The electron190

is excited to a higher energy state in the electron configuration and moved to191

the neighbouring atoms in the form of thermal energy. In transmission, the192

atoms take in the wave, vibrate briefly, transferring the vibrations through-193

out the body of the leaves, and then re-emit the wave as light out the other194

end (Figure 1(d)).195

The reflectance characteristic of a plant results from the biochemical com-196

pounds present in the leaves, and the physical characteristics of leaves such197

as the fraction of air spaces and air-water interfaces. The biochemical com-198

ponents of leaves are mainly made up of four elements: hydrogen, carbon,199

oxygen and nitrogen. The resulting reflectance is caused by the interac-200

tion of light with C−O, O−H, C−H, and N−H bonds, leading to vibrations,201

overtones, and combinations of vibrations (Kokaly & Clark, 1999). The inter-202

action of light within leaves changes the spin and angular momentum of the203

electrons leading to transitions between electrons in atoms and vibrational-204

rotational modes in polyatomic molecules (Jacquemoud & Baret, 1990).205

A typical reflectance spectrum (400-2500 nm) arising from a green leaf206

can be seen in Figure (2). The spectrum is simulated with the help of an207

online database on leaf optical properties (http://opticleaf.ipgp.fr/). The208
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parameters used to perform the simulation were leaf structure parameter209

(1.2), chlorophyll content (30 g cm−2), carotenoid content (10 g cm−2), brown210

pigments (1), equivalent water thickness (0.015 cm) and leaf mass per unit211

area (0.009 g cm−2). Typically, for the green leaves, the visible region (400-212

700 nm) is dominated by absorption of light by photosynthetic pigments;213

the near infrared (700-1100 nm) by dry matter; and the short-wave infrared214

(1100-2500 nm) by water. Leaves have a higher reflectance in the NIR as215

compared to the VIS range. The spectral reflectance of healthy green leaves216

is particularly low in the VIS range because there is strong absorption by217

leaf pigments (mainly chlorophyll), with a characteristic peak reflectance at218

the green wavelength band. As a consequence, the healthy plants appear219

greener. At around 700 nm, the reflectance rises sharply to a value of around220

40-50% for most plants. This high reflectance is due to scattering of a large221

portion of the light with the leaf cell structure, mainly within the mesophyll.222

Chlorophylls, carotenoids and anthocyanin are mostly responsible for the223

spectral profile in the visible range. These pigments are usually present in224

different amounts and are closely related to the photosynthetic activity of the225

plants (Feret et al., 2008). Any variability in the surrounding environment226

such as air pollution, accumulation of heavy metals, viral attacks, insect227

attacks or stress, e.g. resulting from water deficiency can cause a change228

in the normal photosynthetic activities of the plants leading to a change229

in the concentrations of the pigments. For example, the accumulation of230

carotenoids and anthocyanin in the leaves is considered to be a natural de-231

fensive mechanism of plants in response to various kinds of environmental232

stresses (Springob et al., 2003). Such relationships between cause and con-233
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Figure 2: Reflectance spectra signature of green vegetation.

sequence can be used to study the biochemistry of plants and to perform234

controlled experiments as in plant phenotyping.235

4. Hyperspectral Imaging236

4.1. Imaging sensor237

A HSI setup consists four main parts: the light source, the objective238

lenses, the imaging spectrograph and the area detector. The selection of239

the light source is crucial to ensure good performance and reliability of any240

optical inspection system. Typically, halogen lamps are most widely used241

in hyperspectral imaging systems for indoor applications related to plants242

(Yu et al., 2014; Matsuda et al., 2012; Behmann et al., 2014b). Halogen243
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lamps are broadband illumination sources covering the visible and NIR re-244

gions. Halogen light sources provide a very stable smooth and monotonic245

spectrum. Whenever high power, small wavelength range illumination is246

needed (Mahlein et al., 2015), light emitting diodes (LED) can be a good247

alternative to halogen lighting.248

Similar as in conventional imaging, objective lenses are used to obtain an249

appropriate spatial resolution in HSI systems. A key element for choosing250

an appropriate objective lens is based on its capability to focus incoming251

light from a small region (the Field of View) onto a given detector element,252

forming a pixel in the resulting image. Two major variables for deciding on253

objective lenses are the size of the optical entrance aperture relative to the254

wavelength and the size of the detector element relative to the optical lenses255

of the HSI system Edelman et al. (2012).256

As the light passes through the objective lenses, it enters a spectrograph.257

A spectrograph is an instrument used to split or disperse light into distinct258

wavelengths. In an imaging spectrograph, diffraction gratings are used for259

wavelength dispersion. Diffraction gratings are optical elements consisting260

of a series of equally spaced grooves with a precise pattern of microscopic261

periodic structures. Diffraction gratings can be either reflective or trans-262

missive. A reflection grating has its corrugated surface coated with a metal263

to enhance reflectivity. In transmission gratings, incident light is diffracted264

upon transmission through the grating. Most commercial spectrometers use265

reflection gratings as they provide higher image quality and are free of higher-266

order aberrations, have low distortion, a low f-number, and a large field size267

(Bannon & Thomas, 2005). As light transmits through or reflects off a grat-268
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Figure 3: Hypespectral imaging in a close-range setup integrated

with an advanced computer control system (Inspired from Phenovision

http://www.psb.ugent.be/phenotyping/phenovision).

ing, the grooves diffract and further disperse the light into its component269

wavelengths.270

Finally, the dispersed light is projected onto a detector which converts271

the photons into electrical signals that a computer interprets to measure the272

strength of different wavelengths in term of intensity values. Charge cou-273

pled device (CCD) and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)274

are two major types of solid state area detectors used as image sensors. A275

CCD sensor consists of a mass of photodiodes called pixels that are made276
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of light-sensitive materials such as Silicon (Si) and Indium Gallium Arsenide277

(InGaAs). The pixels in the CCD sensor can be arranged in 1-D or 2-D278

arrays, resulting in line and area detectors respectively (Qin, 2010). CCD279

sensors produce high-quality, low noise and large pixels, which make them a280

popular choice to be used in HSI system. CMOS sensors have specific ad-281

vantages over the CCD such as high speed, low cost, low power consumption282

and small size for system integration (Litwiller, 2005).283

The image acquisition system can be optimised by integrating a computer284

controlled intelligent automated system as shown in Figure 3. A motorised285

platform can be used for automating the experiments, as required for HTPPs.286

4.2. Hypercube data287

HSI is relatively new technology that involves the integration of two ac-288

quisition modes: spectroscopy and imaging (Bock et al., 2008; Gowen et al.,289

2007; Amigo et al., 2015). It simultaneously measures spectral signatures290

and spatial information from a test material within the sensor field of view.291

Spectral information is collected at each point and mapped onto every pixel292

in a rectangular spatial arrangement. The output of HS data is a series of293

narrow band sub-images arranged across the reflectance spectrum, forming a294

3-D cube. As an example, the HSI cube of a green leaf acquired in reflectance295

mode is shown in Figure 4 (a). The 3-D cube data involves two spatial di-296

mensions (x, y) and one spectral dimension (λ). The image element of this297

hypercube I(x, y, λ) is termed as a voxel”. The intensity values of a par-298

ticular pixel characterise its unique spectral fingerprint as shown in Figure299

4(b).300

The 3-D hypercube data can be acquired through four basic techniques:301
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Figure 4: Example of hyperspectral image acquired from a green leave. (a) Stack of narrow

band sub-images forming a 3-D hypercube; (b) reflectance spectrum of a particular pixel.

point scanning (whisk-broom), line scanning (push-broom), area scanning302

(spectral scanning) and snapshot (non-scanning) (Gowen et al., 2007). In a303

point scanning system (Figure 5(a)), the complete spectrum is sequentially304

acquired for each single point. The whole scene is scanned by moving either305

the detector or the sample across both spatial directions (x, y) to obtain the306

complete hypercube. Point scanning has two primary disadvantages: a high307

time consumption in positioning the sample and the need of stabilised hard-308

ware mounts to ensure accurate image reconstruction. The second approach309

is known as the line scanning or push-broom method (Figure 5(b)). In this310

method, the spectra of a whole line of pixels are acquired simultaneously.311

The light that enters the objective lens is dispersed onto a 2D-CCD detector.312

To acquire the complete hypercube, the sample is scanned across the sample313

surface in a direction perpendicular to the imaging line. Since this requires314

a relative movement between the sample and the imaging platform, an ad-315
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Figure 5: Hyperspectral image acquisition mode. (a) point scanning; (b) line scanning;

(c) area scanning; (d) snapshot method.

vanced pointing device is needed to reduce the effects of motion artefacts. In316

spectral scanning (Figure 5(c)), full scene information from a fixed field of317

view is acquired as a 2-D monochromatic image at a single wavelength at a318

time, using band pass filters, until a full spectral hypercube is obtained. The319

primary disadvantage of spectral scanning is the occurrence of spectral smear-320

ing in the case of within-scene movement. Nonetheless, as an advantage, it321

allows to pick and choose spectral bands, providing a direct representation of322

the two spatial dimensions of the scene. Finally, snapshot methods (Figure323

5(d)) record both spatial and spectral information simultaneously. Primary324
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advantages are shorter acquisition times and prevention of motion artefacts.325

However, such systems are still in an early stage of development and cover326

only a limited range of spatial and spectral resolutions.327

4.3. Processing of hypercube data328

4.3.1. Calibration329

The raw image collected by HSI not only acquires information about the330

plants but also reflects the influence of nuisance signals coming from illumi-331

nation effects, the detector sensitivity and the transmission properties of the332

optics (Geladi et al., 2004). The effects of this influence are a function of333

wavelength, but may also be presented as variations in the spatial domain.334

Spectral calibration is required to compensate for these effects. In spectral335

calibration, the raw intensity image is calibrated with black and white ref-336

erence images. The black image is acquired when the light source and the337

camera shutter are completely turned off. The white reference image is ob-338

tained by imaging a white surface board from materials such as spectralon or339

Teflon, which has a uniform, stable and high reflectance surface. These two340

reference images can be used to correct the raw images by using the following341

equation:342

IR =
Iraw − Idark
Iwhite − Idark

(1)

where, IR is the calibrated reflectance image, Iraw is the raw intensity image343

measured from the test sample, Idark the intensity of the black reference, and344

Iwhite is the white reference intensity.345
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4.3.2. Pre-treatment346

Another issue that needs to be taken into account before proceeding with347

the further analysis is tracking and handling of noises in the reflectance im-348

age (Burger, 2009). Noises can be present in the image as dead pixels and349

spikes. Dead pixels are caused by abnormalities in the detector leading to350

permanent black pixels. They can exist in different patterns ranging from351

a single pixel, a group or even a complete line of pixels. A spike appears352

as a sharp rise followed by a sharp decline in the spectrum of a particular353

pixel. The best way to handle dead pixels and spikes is to substitute their354

values with an interpolated value, either in spectral or in the spatial domain.355

In spectral domain, the most common way of interpolation is by applying a356

signal smoothing algorithm such as a moving average (Guiñón et al., 2007)357

or a Savitzky-Golay filter (Luo et al., 2005). Interpolation in spatial domain358

can be done by applying an average or median filter.359

Spectral calibration and smoothing are not sufficient to correct for vari-360

ations due to the complex geometry of the sample (i.e. spherical, elliptic,361

curvy, wavy or irregular surface and shapes). Particularly for close range362

HSI, variability arising from these complex geometrical patterns is very pre-363

vailing and can overlay desired spectral information of the test sample. This364

unwanted variability usually introduces specular reflection and multiplica-365

tive and additive effects (due to the disparity in distance and orientation366

towards the illumination source), baseline shift and scattering effects (due367

to surface heterogeneity). There are numerous pre-pretreatment techniques368

that can be applied to deal with these variations, for example normalization369

(Polder & van der Heijden, 2010), mean centering (Jay et al., 2014), Savitzky370
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Golay smoothing (Savitzky & Golay, 1964), standard normal variate (SNV,371

(Barnes et al., 1989)) and multiplicative scatter correction (MSC, (Burger,372

2006)). The normalisation and mean centring techniques usually are used to373

remove scaling and additive effects. Derivative techniques are often used for374

eliminating a constant offset or linear baseline shift.375

SNV combines centring and normalising by a row oriented transformation376

to centre and scale individual spectra into a common range of zero mean and377

unit standard deviation. MSC is often used to compensate for additive or378

multiplicative effects. MSC and SNV are both competent to reduce the379

spectral variability from scattering and baseline shifts. However, the use of380

MSC requires a reference spectrum, whereas SNV works independently for381

every spectrum.382

4.3.3. Segmentation383

Segmentation splits the image into multiple distinct regions based on384

their similarity concerning some spatial or spectral properties, to reduce the385

image complexity for further analysis (Wu & Sun, 2013). The output from386

this operation can be used as a mask for the formation of a region of inter-387

est (ROI) for further spectral and spatial information extraction (ElMasry388

et al., 2009). There are some image segmentation algorithms which can be389

applied based on the threshold, clustering, morphological operations, edge390

or contour detection and watershed transformation (Gonzalez et al., 2009).391

All these techniques can adequately perform segmentation on a single wave-392

length image or a monochromatic image with a scalar intensity value (spatial393

properties). Typically, the easiest way to perform image segmentation in the394

spatial domain is by using threshold methods. In this method, each pixel in395
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an image is set to a black pixel if the pixel value is less than a predefined396

threshold value or a white pixel if its intensity is larger than that thresh-397

old. The output of this segmentation is a binary image which is used to398

create a mask to focus on the main objects to be analysed. Instead of us-399

ing spatial properties, segmentation can also be performed based or spectral400

properties. In this approach, every pixel in an image is presented as a vec-401

tor of intensity values. Spectral segmentation is considered a higher-level402

analysis and requires more computational time than the spatial segmenta-403

tions techniques. It usually integrates several segmentation algorithms into404

a single process. This approach has been successfully used in applications405

to discriminate symptoms caused by Heterodera schachtii and Rhizoctonia406

solani on sugar beet (Hillnhütter et al., 2012) and for early stress detection in407

crop plants (Behmann et al., 2014b), where integration of k-Means clustering408

with vegetation index thresholds is used to segment plants from background409

objects.410

4.3.4. Spectral Analysis411

To extract interpretable information from the complex data set contained412

in the HSI hypercube, the spectra need to be analysed. As discussed in previ-413

ous sections, the spectral profile can be related both to chemical and physical414

properties. In the case of HSI, the information is usually mixed in both the415

spectral and in the spatial dimensions: chemical properties are rarely re-416

lated to single wavelengths and a pixel usually contains mixed information417

of more than one compound (Amigo et al., 2015). The spatial distribution418

of the spectra can be used to identify objects and their attributes such as419

shape, size, texture, etc. (de Juan et al., 2009; Amigo et al., 2013, 2015;420
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Hernández-Sánchez et al., 2016). As a consequence, HSI is inherently linked421

to multivariate data analysis (Amigo et al., 2013) and the particular spectral422

analysis to be applied depends on the objective as well as on the chemical423

properties of the sample (de Juan et al., 2009). For studying plant traits at424

close range distance, spectral analysis is applied both based on discrete sin-425

gle wavelengths (Multispectral Image Analysis) and on the complete spectral426

profiles (HSI analysis). A common multispectral approach is the calculation427

of vegetation indices which is typically used in satellite based remote sensing428

of vegetation (Jensen, 2007).429

In an another approach, a number of latent variables or features are de-430

fined based on statistical measures, such as maximum variance, orthogonality431

etc., to represent the useful information over the entire spectrum. However, a432

high-dimensional feature vector often contains redundant information, where433

in most cases the relevant information can be represented in a few key la-434

tent variables (Behmann et al., 2015). Reducing a number of variables is435

an important step for high-dimensional data analysis to avoid the Hughes436

phenomenon, which leads to a decrease in predictive power when increasing437

the number of variables (Hughes, 1968).438

Defining the features of interest can be done in two ways: feature selection439

or feature extraction. In feature selection, the number of features is reduced440

by selecting a subset of the most discriminating features which minimise the441

reconstruction error rate. There are several techniques of feature selection442

available in the literature, which can be categorised as the filter, wrapper443

or embedded methods (Saeys et al., 2007). In feature extraction, a new set444

of features is created by transforming the data into a new feature space. A445
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common feature extraction technique, used on HS data, is based on a linear446

combination of image band such as in principle component analysis (PCA,447

(Tsai et al., 2007)) or independent component analysis (ICA, (Xiaobo et al.,448

2010)).449

According to the type of outcome required, HSI modelling methods can450

further be categorised into classification (qualitative outcome) and regression451

methods (for quantitative estimations). In classification, the main objective452

is to automatically identify or categorise the pixels containing spectrally dis-453

tinct characteristics based on feature representations specified by the user.454

Classification can be done in an unsupervised or supervised fashion. In un-455

supervised classification, the aim is to infer a function to describe the hidden456

structure of the data without prior knowledge of the class membership of457

the data. In the supervised case, the membership classes are defined and458

functions are modelled based on the given class information.459

Typical unsupervised algorithms for the analysis of HSI, that were used in460

recent work include k-means clustering (Behmann et al., 2014b) and simplex461

volume maximization (SiVM, (Römer et al., 2012)). Common supervised462

classification methods used for analysis of HSI include support vector ma-463

chines (SVM, (Rumpf et al., 2010)), partial least squares-linear discriminant464

analysis (PLS-LDA, (Hadoux et al., 2012)), spectral angle mapper (SAM,465

(Oerke et al., 2016)), artificial neural networks (ANN, (Arens et al., 2016))466

and linear discriminant analysis (LDA, (Zhu et al., 2016)).467

On the other hand, regression analysis aims to estimate particular rela-468

tionships between the target variables and the spectral response. It is used469

to predict the concentration of different constituents in a pixel, thus, en-470
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abling the visualisation of their spatial distribution in a specimen (Vigneau471

et al., 2011). Numerous regression models have been developed for analysing472

HSI data such as multiple linear regression (MLR, (Delalieux et al., 2007)),473

partial least squares regression (PLSR, (Vigneau et al., 2011)), binary logis-474

tic regression (BLR, (Lu et al., 2012)) and support vector regression (SVR,475

(Malenovskỳ et al., 2015)).476
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Applications Spectral

range (nm)

Plant Domain Sensing modal-

ity

Plant trait/

Disease/ Stress

Data Analysis Authors

Foliar

biochem-

istry

estimation

400-1000 Ginkgo biloba,

Zelkova ser-

rata

Laboratory

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Chlorophyll

and water

Correlation coefficients Endo et al. (2001)

620-950 and

1400-2500

Orange Lab (Plucked

leaves)

Non-imaging Nitrogen PLSR and Stepwise mul-

tiple linear regression

Min et al. (2008)

400-1000 Wheat Field and Green-

house (In-vivo)

Imaging Nitrogen PLSR Vigneau et al.

(2011)

450-850 Cucumber Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Chlorophyll Vegetation indices Xiaobo et al.

(2011)

400-1000 Rice Field (In-vivo) Imaging Nitrogen PLSR Onoyama et al.

(2013)

380-1030 Pepper Laboratory

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Nitrogen PLSR Yu et al. (2014)

380-1030 Oilseed rape Laboratory

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Soluble protein PLSR Zhang et al. (2015)

Leaf

monitoring

400-1000 Spinach Lab (Plucked

leaves)

Imaging Changes in

pigments

PCA Lara et al. (2013)
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400-900 Corn Lab (Plucked

leaves)

Imaging Monitored

reflectance

changes

Visual inspection Lee et al. (2014)

Species

identification

400-2400 Eucalyptus Field (In-vivo) Non-Imaging Discrimination Derivatives, ratios and

vegetation indices

Kumar et al.

(2010)

400-2500 Prumus

Dulics,

Annona

Squamosa,

Psidum Gua-

java, Zizi-

phus Jujube,

Mangifera In-

dica and Butea

Monosperma

Field (In-vivo) Non-imaging Classification SVM Varpe et al. (2015)

Abiotic

stress

detection

380-930 Eucalyptus Glasshouse and

Field (Plucked

leaves)

Imaging Freezing Linear regression Nicotra et al.

(2003)

430-890 Maize Greenhouse and

Field (In-vivo)

Imaging Drought SVM Behmann et al.

(2014b)
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421-780 Soybean Controlled growth

chambers (Plucked

leaves)

Imaging Drought PLSR Mo et al. (2015)

350-2500 Palm Field (In-vivo) Imaging Hydrocarbon

Seepage

Visual inspection Jamaludin et al.

(2015)

325-1075 Bryum

pseudotri-

609 quetrum,

Ceratodon

purpureus and

Schistidium

antarctici

Field (In-vivo) Imaging Drought SVR and Vegetation in-

dices

Malenovskỳ et al.

(2015)

350-2500 Potato Outdoor con-

trolled conditions

(In-vivo)

Imaging Drought Vegetation indices Gerhards et al.

(2016)

300-1100 Wheat Field (In-vivo) Non-imaging Ozone Correlation analysis Chi et al. (2016)

Biotic

stress

detection

350-2500 Rice Lab and Field (In-

vivo)

Non-Imaging Helminthosporium

oryzaeBreda.

de Hann

Reflectance ratios Liu et al. (2008)

400-1050 Sugar beet Greenhouse (In-

vivo)

Non-Imaging Cercospora

beticola

SVM Rumpf et al.

(2010)
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400-1000 Sugar beet Greenhouse (In-

vivo)

Non-Imaging Cercospora

beticola

Vegetation Indices Mahlein et al.

(2010)

400-1000 Sugar beet Greenhouse

(plucked leaves)

Imaging Cercospora

beticola

SAM Mahlein et al.

(2012b)

400-1000 Sugar beet Greenhouse

(plucked leaves)

Imaging Cercospora

beticola

Vegetation indices Mahlein et al.

(2013)

380-1030 Tomato Greenhouse

(plucked leaves)

Imaging Botrytis

cinerea

GA-PLS Kong et al. (2014)

380-1023 Tomato Greenhouse

(plucked leaves)

Imaging Alternaria

solani, Phy-

tophthora

infestans

Extreme Learning Ma-

chine (ELM)

Xie et al. (2015)

400-1000 Apple Field (In-vivo) Imaging Marssonina

Coronaria

Hierarchical clustering Posadas et al.

(2015)

400-2500 Oilseed rape

(Brassica

napus L.)

Controlled con-

ditions (Plucked

leaves)

Imaging Fungal species

of Alternaria

ANN Baranowski et al.

(2015)

400-1000 Tomato Laboratory

(plucked leaves)

Imaging Pseudomonas

cichorii

PCA Rajendran et al.

(2016)
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400-1000 Strawberry Greenhouse (In-

vivo)

Imaging Anthracnose SAM, Stepwise Dis-

criminant Analysis and

Self-developed Correla-

tion Measure

Yeh et al. (2016)

380-1023 Tobacco Laboratory

(Plucked Leaves)

Imaging Tobacco mo-

saic virus

SVM, ANN, ELM, Least

Squares SVM , PLS-

DA, Linear Discriminant

Analysis and Random

Forest

Zhu et al. (2016)

380-1023 Banana Laboratory (In-

vivo)

Imaging Mycosphaerella

fijiensis

Visual Inspection Ochoa et al. (2016)

Phenotyping
400-1000 Barley Greenhouse

(Plucked

leaves)Imaging

Host-pathogen

interactions

SiVM Kuska et al. (2015)

400-900 Sugar beet Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Disease Resis-

tant breeding

SAM Leucker et al.

(2016)

400-1000 Barley Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Resistance

breeding

Probabilistic topic mod-

els

Wahabzada et al.

(2016)

550-1750 Maize Greenhouse (In-

vivo)

Imaging Biochemical

traits

PLSR Ge et al. (2016)
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400-900 Grapevine Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Biochemical

traits

SAM Oerke et al. (2016)

970-2500 Sugar beet Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Resistance

breeding

ANN Arens et al. (2016)

400-1000 Sugar beet Greenhouse

(Plucked leaves)

Imaging Disease Resis-

tance breeding

Clustering Leucker et al.

(2017)

Table 1: Recent applications of HSI for understanding functional plant traits. Some important applications of non-imaging

hyperspectral reflectance measurements are also present.
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5. Recent applications477

Recent applications of HSI, ranging from simple biochemical content es-478

timation to monitoring of plant growth under controlled environment (Phe-479

notyping) are presented in Table 1. The major applications were related to480

foliar content estimation, disease detection, variety identification, leaves mon-481

itoring, stress related studies, phenotyping and adoption of HSI in HTPPs.482

These applications are further discussed in the following subsections.483

5.1. Foliar biochemistry estimation484

Estimation of foliar biochemistry allows a better understanding of overall485

plant health. This is possible because of relationships between the biochemi-486

cal processes such as photosynthesis, and the concentration of foliar biochem-487

icals such as chlorophyll, water, nitrogen, lignin and cellulose (Curran et al.,488

2001).489

The reflectance information in the VIS and NIR regions makes the HSI490

an ideal modality for non-destructive foliar biochemistry estimation. To es-491

timate the concentration of biochemicals, regression modelling such as PLSR492

is typically used. The regression method uses some selected spectra with493

known values for the foliar biochemicals to estimate model parameters. The494

obtained model parameters are then used to generate maps of the biochemical495

of interest to obtain its distribution at leaf and plant level.496

Various applications on the estimation of biochemistry can be found in497

recent works. Most of the applications were related to the estimation of498

chlorophyll and nitrogen content.Nitrogen, being an integral part of amino499

acids is also a major component of chlorophyll. Since plants wither and die500
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without amino acids, it is important to know the nitrogen and chlorophyll501

content in plants. There are different measurement techniques for measur-502

ing the nitrogen and chlorophyll content such as high-performance liquid503

chromatography (HPLC), fluorimetry, spectrometry etc. Point spectroscopy504

techniques are also used to perform the estimation. Most of the techniques505

used are tedious, destructive and invasive. On the other hand, HSI provides506

information in a rapid non-destructive sense which also allows time-series507

monitoring of changes in the concentration.508

Min et al. (2008) designed a point spectroscopy system for estimating ni-509

trogen content in plucked orange(Citrus sinensis) leaves.Wavelength ranges510

of 620-950 nm and 1400-2500 nm were chosen because of the presence of511

chlorophyll and protein spectral absorption bands. With a root mean square512

difference of l.69 gkg−1 the system was successful in predicting the nitrogen513

content in the leaves. Furthermore, using a supervised approach, the au-514

thors were able to classify unknown leaf samples into low, medium and high515

nitrogen content with an accuracy of 70 % .516

For estimating the nitrogen content at the panicle initiation stage in rice517

plants (in-vivo), Onoyama et al. (2013) used HSI in the spectral range of518

400-1000 nm. They constructed a PLSR model based on the relationship519

between the reflectance combined with the cumulative temperature and ni-520

trogen content. Later the model parameters were used to predict the nitrogen521

content. A R2=0.92 and RMSE=0.62 gm−2 was obtained from reflectance522

and temperature data gathered over a period of 2 years.523

Similarly, Vigneau et al. (2011) estimated leaf nitrogen concentration524

from reflectance (400-1000 nm) spectra in wheat plants (in-vivo). They first525
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calibrated leaf nitrogen concentration and reflectance spectra of flat leaves526

grown in the greenhouse (R2=0.889) and under field conditions (R2=0.881).527

Later, they modelled the pooled dataset from greenhouse and field data to528

predict leaf nitrogen content (R2=0.875). This model was used to generate529

spatial nitrogen maps to follow-up nitrogen dynamics at leaf level.530

In an another work, Yu et al. (2014) used HSI (380-1030 nm) to extract531

distributions of total nitrogen content in pepper plants (plucked leaves). Us-532

ing PLSR, the quantitative relationships between spectral data and the cor-533

responding total nitrogen contents in leaf, stem, root and whole plant were534

obtained. The obtained model had a correlation coefficient of R2=0.876 and535

RMSE = 0.426. Finally, maps of the total nitrogen content of pepper plants536

were generated by using the model parameters obtained from PLSR.537

For estimation of the chlorophyll content, Endo et al. (2001) used a HSI538

sensor in the 400-1000 nm wavelength region to collect images of Ginko biloba539

and Zalkova serrata (plucked leaves). R2=0.85 and R2=0.79 between chloro-540

phyll a and the first derivative of the spectral reflectance in the neighbour-541

hood of the red edge were obtained for Ginko biloba and Zalkova serrata542

respectively. The RMS error of the estimated chlorophyll a concentration543

was 4.80 µgcm−2 and 3.05 µgcm−2 respectively. Estimation of relative water544

content, however, was less successful compared to the prediction of chloro-545

phyll due to the limited spectral range used in the work.546

Similarly, Xiaobo et al. (2011) enabled identification and characterization547

of relative chlorophyll content in cucumber leaves (plucked leaves) by using548

HSI in the range of450-850 nm. The obtained maps showed a relatively low549

amount of chlorophyll at the leaf edges and higher amounts in the regions550
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along the veins and areas of dark green tissues.551

Zhang et al. (2015) used HSI (380-1030 nm) for rapid and non-destructive552

estimation of the soluble protein content of oilseed rape leaves (plucked553

leaves). A PLSR model, developed from the reflectance spectra and pro-554

tein estimates provided a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.9441 with a RMSE555

of 0.1658 mgg−1. HSI provided a clear map of soluble protein content within556

the rape leaves.557

All these results prove that HSI is a valuable tool for non-destructive in558

situ foliar content prediction in living plants.559

5.2. Leaf monitoring560

The monitoring of the leaf structural and functional dynamics is impor-561

tant for exploration of plant traits in various disciplines of ecology, plant bi-562

ology and plant growth analysis (Fiorani et al., 2012). Typically, traditional563

methods used for monitoring the leaves are based on the use of ecological564

sampling methods such as the quadrat technique. This sampling technique565

enables to obtain comparable samples from similar representative areas. The566

quadrat technique is time and labour demanding and prone to human errors.567

On the contrary, HSI can perform non-destructive real-time monitoring of568

leaves in larger areas and form an important step towards the development569

of automated leaf monitoring systems.570

A study for exploring the potential of HSI for spinach leaf (plucked leaves)571

monitoring was performed by Lara et al. (2013). They used HSI (400-1000572

nm) to monitor the ageing of spinach leaves through packaging films. They573

experimented with fifteen different spinach leaves inside Petri dishes covered574

with plastic films and stored them at 4 ◦C. HSI was acquired seven times575
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during 21 days. Their results showed that HSI successfully could monitor576

the ageing effect of spinach leaves.577

In a similar work, Lee et al. (2014) used HSI (400-900 nm) to monitor578

the leaf reflectance (plucked leaves) of excised corn leaves stored inside and579

outside a cooler. They performed the measurements after 15 minutes of580

excision, then again after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 24 hours of excision. Each581

HS band was modelled independently using a piecewise function. Results582

showed that during the first hour, the storage did not have any influence on583

the spectral signature. However, after one hour the reflectance changed more584

for leaves stored inside the cooler than those outside, the cooler.585

5.3. Species identification586

Plant species identification is required for plants which are unidentified or587

unknown by the scientific world. The traditional approach used for species588

identification is the use of trained taxonomists, capable of examining speci-589

mens and provide taxonomic labels. However, the method is manually chal-590

lenging because an expert on one species or its family may be unfamiliar591

with other species. Furthermore, the need exists for automated fast and592

non-destructive technologies to support species identification and to allow593

people with limited botanical training and expertise to perform this task594

(Cope et al., 2012). The structural and biophysical characterisation of plants595

by HSI can play a significant role in identifying and distinguishing between596

different plant species.597

Applications of HSI for species identification are still lacking but the po-598

tential of point spectroscopy for the task had already been proven. A work599

related to the use of point spectroscopy (400-2400 nm) for species identifi-600
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cation was performed by Kumar et al. (2010), where discrimination between601

11 eucalyptus species (in-vivo) was the goal . They recorded the reflectance602

signatures from 11 eucalyptus species in laboratory and identified significant603

differences between species in distinct wavelengths ranges. The major dif-604

ferences were identified regarding absolute reflectance, depths of absorption605

features and changes in the function of wavelength. The differences were606

more easily noticeable in first derivative spectra than in the reflectance spec-607

tra. The authors investigated the possibility of utilising vegetation indices608

used in remote sensing for discriminating between species. Similarly, Varpe609

et al. (2015) used point spectroscopy (400-2500 nm) to develop a plant species610

identification system (in-vivo). They were able to successfully identify var-611

ious plant species (Prumus Dulics, Annona Squamosa , Psidum Guajava ,612

Ziziphus Jujube, Mangifera Indica, Butea Monosperma) with an accuracy of613

91 %.614

5.4. Stress detection615

Plant stress is induced by the negative influence of various external fac-616

tors and effects plant growth, productivity, reproductive capacity or survival.617

There are numerous factors causing plant stress, and these can be categorised618

into two classes, i.e. biotic and abiotic factors. Abiotic or environmental619

stress factors are physical or chemical in nature, e.g. light, temperature etc.,620

whereas biotic stress factors are biological, e.g. insects or spread of fungal621

diseases.622

Whether biotic or abiotic, identification of plant stress and its treatment623

is of crucial importance for crop development. Typically, the symptoms624

resulting from stress are initially not visible to human eyes, and only be-625
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come apparent when plant health is already seriously affected. Therefore,626

there exists a need for non-destructive technologies that can provide an early627

detection of symptoms resulting from stress. HSI being a non-destructive628

technology has recently emerged as the potential tool for early detection of629

symptoms resulting from abiotic (Römer et al., 2012) and biotic (Mahlein630

et al., 2013) stresses. Any stress changes the photosynthetic activity of the631

plants which results in changes in concentrations of pigments or biochemical632

constituents, changes which can be observed in the reflectance spectra.633

5.4.1. Abiotic stress detection634

Nicotra et al. (2003) studied the relation between spatial patterns of freez-635

ing and concentrations of chlorophyll in Eucalyptus (plucked leaves). Spatial636

patterns of pigments were determined by conventional extraction techniques637

along with HSI. (380-930 nm) Obtained spatial maps of frost-affected leaves638

showed that the chlorophyll content was highest near the leaf centres and639

decreased toward the leaf tips. The decrease in chlorophyll content was re-640

lated with freezing-related tissue damage and interactions between light and641

temperature stress and was identified as shifts in chlorophylla/bratios and642

increases in red pigmentation due to the accumulation of anthocyanin.643

In a work related to detection of stress induced by drought, Behmann644

et al. (2014b) used HSI (430-890 nm) to explore the early symptoms of645

drought in barley plants (in-vivo). They used unsupervised learning to sep-646

arate distinct spectral features related to different stages of stress response647

and progressive senescence. Based on changes related to the degradation of648

pigments, it was possible to detect drought stress in the plants.649

Mo et al. (2015) used fluorescence HSI (421-780 nm) and a PLSR model650
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for detecting drought stress in soybean (plucked leaves). The features ob-651

tained from the model were used to generate spatial maps of soybean cultivars652

for the period of the drought treatment. Analysis of the spatial maps pro-653

vided a clear discrimination of drought stress in the soybean cultivars with654

accuracies of 0.973 % and 0.969 %for an 8-day and 6-day treatment group655

respectively.656

Malenovskỳ et al. (2015) used HSI (325-1075 nm) for the spatial assess-657

ment of moss-bed health (in-vivo). Reflectance of three dominant Antarc-658

tic mosses Bryum pseudotriquetrum, Ceratodon purpureus and Schistidium659

antarctici were measured during a drought stress period. Turf chlorophyll660

a and b, water content and leaf density were selected as quantitative stress661

indicators. The processing of HSI field measurements provided small-scale662

maps of relative moss vigour. Furthermore, the authors concluded that HSI663

could be used for long-term monitoring of Antarctic moss-bed health.664

With a multi-sensor approach, Gerhards et al. (2016) used HS (350-2500665

nm) thermal cameras and a VNIR/SWIR spectrometer for detecting drought666

stress in potato plants (in-vivo). 30 plants were watered normally, and an-667

other 30 were stressed with drought. Various vegetation indices were com-668

puted, and the best was selected for discriminating plants under drought.669

Results showed that the fastest detection was obtained with the use of in-670

dices based on temperature and NIR/SWIR wavelengths mainly related to671

water content. The study concluded that drought stress detection is feasi-672

ble with the use of indices explaining leaf temperature, water content and673

spectral emissivity.674

To detect stress resulting from seepage of hydrocarbon in palm tree (in-675
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vivo), Jamaludin et al. (2015) used point spectroscopy (350-2500 nm). A676

total of 50 trees were used for the study of which 40 trees were stimulated677

with hydrocarbon microseepage, and the remaining ten trees were left as678

the control. Spectral data were acquired on the first, 60th and 90th day of679

the plantation. The reflectance spectra along with the 1-st derivatives were680

analysed in the red-edge and visible regions, to determine the effects of hydro-681

carbon microseepage. Results indicated that trees with ten % hydrocarbon682

microseepage encountered mild stress, while more than 40 % hydrocarbon683

was lethal for the trees.684

Chi et al. (2016) used point spectroscopy (300-1100 nm) data to detect685

ozone (O3) induced stress. Four wheat cultivars were studied in open-air686

fields with different O3 concentrations (in-vivo). Results showed that the687

O3 stress caused a significant decrease in leaf thickness and pigment concen-688

trations. Moreover, the effects of O3 stress on physiological variables and689

reflectance characteristics were found to be wheat cultivar-specific.690

5.4.2. Biotic stress detection691

The need for automatic, non-destructive and rapid methods for early692

detection of biotic stresses such as plant diseases is important for plant pro-693

tection. An early detection of a disease can help in preventing its spread and694

can help in effective reduction of qualitative and quantitative losses (Mahlein,695

2016). Being a relatively new technology for exploring plants traits, HSI is696

gaining interest for its application in plant pathology (Bock et al., 2010).697

Typically, the diseases in plants are quantified regarding intensity, preva-698

lence, incidence and severity. The ability of HSI to capture the changes in leaf699

spectral reflectance caused by plant diseases can help in better understand-700
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ing of the plant symptoms under particular diseases. Also, HSI can be used701

for reliable, precise and accurate estimation of disease severity, assessment of702

crop germplasm for disease resistance, yield loss prediction, monitoring and703

forecasting of epidemics, and to understand fundamental biological processes704

(Bock et al., 2010).705

To estimate and characterise the severity of fungal brown spot disease in706

rice, Liu et al. (2008) used point spectroscopy (350-2500 nm) of rice in the707

laboratory and the field (in-vivo). Later, various spectral regions sensitive708

to rice brown spot, infected byBipolaris oryzae (Helminthosporium oryzae-709

Breda. de Hann) were characterised. Three reflectance ratios R702/R718,710

R692/R530, R692/R732 were found to be best for estimating the disease711

severity of rice brown spot at the leaf and canopy levels.712

Similarly, Rumpf et al. (2010) used point spectroscopy (400-1050 nm)713

for early detection of three sugar beet diseases (CLS, leaf rust and powdery714

mildew). They used the HSI for recording images from healthy and inocu-715

lated leaves with the corresponding pathogens, respectively for 21 days. As716

features to the automatic classification methodology based on Support Vec-717

tor Machines, nine different spectral vegetation indices were used. A clear718

early differentiation between healthy and inoculated plants as well as among719

the different diseases was obtained with a classification accuracy of 97 %.720

The potential of point spectroscopy (400-1000 nm) for the same three sugar721

beet diseases (in-vivo) was examined by Mahlein et al. (2010). In their later722

work, Mahlein et al. (2012b) used HSI (400 to 1000 nm) to relate leaf char-723

acteristics and spectral reflectance of sugar beet leaves diseased with CLS,724

powdery mildew and leaf rust at different development stages (plucked leaves)725
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. They concluded that the influence of pathogens on leaf reflectance could be726

related to the developmental stage of the diseases. Furthermore, with SAM727

classification, a clear differentiation between distinct ontogenetic stages was728

obtained. As a follow-up, Mahlein et al. (2013) developed spectral indices729

for the detection of diseases in sugar beet plants (plucked leaves) (400-1000730

nm).731

Kong et al. (2014) examined the possibility of HSI (380-1030 nm) for732

detection of peroxidase (POD) activity in tomato leaves (plucked leaves)733

which were infected withBotrytis cinerea. POD is an important indicator of734

disease stress. GA-PLS was applied to select the optimal wavelengths. Later,735

an ELM model was used at the selected wavelengths and provided R2and736

RMSE of 0.86 and 466 respectively. Similarly, Xie et al. (2015) used HSI737

(380-1023nm) to image one hundred and twenty healthy, one hundred and738

twenty early blight and seventy late blight diseased tomato leaves (plucked739

leaves), and obtained a classification accuracy of 71.8 %. Rajendran et al.740

(2016) used HSI (400-1000 nm) for investigating different levels of severity of741

Pseudomonas cichorii infection in tomato plants (plucked leaves). In their742

experiments, the plants were inoculated with different cell densities of P.743

cichorii. Later, VNIR and chlorophyll fluorescence HSI were acquired. They744

concluded that the P. cichorii infection severity can be detected by before745

the onset of visible symptoms.746

Besides rice, sugar beet and tomato plants, other species were subject of747

research on the spectral analysis of disease stresses. Baranowski et al. (2015)748

used a multi-sensor approach to understanding the underlying symptoms of749

stress caused by fungal species in oilseed rape (plucked leaves). They used750
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thermal (8000-13000 nm), VNIR and SWIR HSI for recording the spectral751

characteristics of inoculated leaves and non-treated plants. They found that752

the spectral characteristics in the SWIR range (1000-2500 nm) significantly753

differed for the leaves inoculated with Alternaria dauci compared to the other754

species of Alternaria as well as leaves of non-treated plants. Furthermore, a755

classification accuracy of 90.5 %t was obtained using second-derivative spec-756

tral information along with back-propagation neural networks. Posadas et al.757

(2015) used HSI (400-1000 nm) for detecting apple marssonina blotch (AMB)758

disease (in-vivo). They acquired spectral data in the NIR range since it can759

capture information on various plant biochemicals that affect health, such as760

moisture, nitrogen, and other nutrients. The data were used for calibrating a761

model for early detection of AMB, and NIR-HSI was shown to be a promising762

tool for early detection of various plant diseases. In Yeh et al. (2016), different763

infection stages of anthracnose were studied in strawberries (in-vivo).Three764

different infection stages (healthy, incubation and symptomatic stages) were765

investigated using HSI (400-1000 nm), and a classification accuracy of 80 %766

was obtained. Furthermore, the study identified significant wavelengths (551,767

706, 750 and 914nm) which can be used to develop a cheaper multispectral768

system with similar classification performance. Zhu et al. (2016) used HSI769

(380-1023 nm) for early detection and classification of the tobacco mosaic770

virus (TMV) disease using different machine-learning algorithms. Images771

from healthy leaves and leaves inoculated with TMV were acquired for seven772

days (plucked leaves). Results provided a clear distinction between healthy773

and diseased tobacco leaves with a classification accuracy of 95 %. Finally,774

Ochoa et al. (2016) successfully used HSI (380-1023 nm) for in-vivo detection775
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of Black Sigatoka pre-symptomatic responses in banana leaves (in-vivo).776

5.5. Phenotyping777

Plant phenotyping is the act of monitoring of the genetic characteristics778

of a plant when interacting with its environment. Typically, this interaction779

influences plant structural and functional traits that determine the plant780

performance regarding biomass and yield Dhondt et al. (2016). Traditional781

methods for phenotyping are still time-consuming, labour intensive and de-782

structive, and there is a need for fast and non-destructive high throughput783

technologies. HSI, being capable of extracting spectral and spatial informa-784

tion is an emerging potential tool for studying plant traits. Spanning a broad785

range of the EMR in a non-destructive way, HSI has the potential to capture786

both structural and functional traits to support the need of phenotyping.787

In a recent work, Kuska et al. (2015) used a data-driven phenotyping ap-788

proach based on HSI to evaluate host-pathogen interactions and discrimina-789

tion of barley (plucked leaves) genotypes differing in susceptibility to powdery790

mildew. They used a HS (400-1000 nm) microscope to determine the spectral791

changes on the leaf at the cellular level of barley during resistance reactions792

against powdery mildew. Leucker et al. (2016) used HSI (plucked leaves) for793

improvement of lesion phenotyping in Cercospora beticola-sugar beet inter-794

actions. Subregions corresponding to lesions were identified in the spectral795

region of 400 - 900 nm. In an additional work, Leucker et al. (2017) used796

a HS (400-1000 nm) microscopy for characterising the temporal and spatial797

development of cercospora leaf spot (CLS) lesions in two genotypes of sugar798

beet (plucked leaves). Fast and abrupt changes in spectral reflectance re-799

sulted from the development of lesions. Clustering of HS signatures was per-800
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formed for automatically revealing resistance characteristics. Results proved801

the potential of HSI to differentiate CLS dynamics and lesion composition802

and opened doors for improved resistance breeding by objective and precise803

plant phenotyping. All these results showed that HSI is a potential tool to804

improve the screening process during resistance breeding.805

Wahabzada et al. (2016) used HSI (400-1000 nm) for phenotyping and806

monitoring barley plant responses to three foliar diseases Pyrenophora teres,807

Puccinia hordei, and Blumeria graminis hordei (plucked leaves). They con-808

verted the HS characteristics of diseased plants into the corpus of text doc-809

uments for probabilistic topic modelling. Based on regularised topic models,810

it was possible to automatically track the development of the three foliar811

diseases of barley. In a multi-sensor approach, Ge et al. (2016) used au-812

tomated high throughput RGB and HSI (550-1750 nm) for characterising813

temporal dynamics of plant growth, water use, and leaf water content of814

two maize genotypes under two different water treatments (in-vivo). They815

used RGB images to estimate projected plant area, which was further cor-816

related (R2 > 0.95) with destructively measured plant shoot fresh weight,817

dry weight and leaf area. HSI of plants were correlated with leaf water con-818

tent. Obtained model parameters were used successfully to predict the leaf819

water content for both genotypes (R2 = 0.81 and 0.92). In an application of820

grapevine breeding, Oerke et al. (2016) used HSI (plucked leaves) (400-900821

nm) under controlled conditions for characterising the response of cultivars822

Mueller-Thurgau, Regent and Solaris to P. viticola. The spatial maps pro-823

vided by the HSI contained enhanced relevant information for disease de-824

tection compared to a non-imaging modality. The different spectral indices825
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provided information related to the chlorophyll content, photosynthetic ac-826

tivity and relative water content of leaf tissues. Arens et al. (2016) used827

HSI (plucked leaves)(970-2500 nm) in combination with metabolite profiles828

to analyse sugar beet genotypes. The HSI provided a clear detection of C.829

beticola with accuracies of 98.5-99.9% and metabolite analysis successfully830

revealed defence response regarding alteration of metabolites by the host.831

All these results show that HSI is a potential tool to improve the screen-832

ing process during resistance breeding and to accomplish a speed up of the833

selection of resistant cultivars against specific diseases.834

5.6. HTPPs835

The availability of complex non-destructive sensors and technical ad-836

vancement in management, storage and integration of multisource data has837

enabled the synergistic monitoring of plants growth dynamics (Cozzolino &838

Roberts, 2016). Incorporating different sensors and variable control environ-839

ments, various HTPPs are being developed by international companies and840

public plant research institutions throughout the globe (Araus & Cairns,841

2014). For more specific information regarding the HTPPs, readers are en-842

couraged to access web pages available from some recently developed plat-843

forms:844

(i) PHENOVISION from Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnologie (VIB),845

Belgium (PHENOVISION)846

(ii) PlantScan from Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Or-847

ganisation (CSIRO), Australia (CSIRO)848
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(iii) PlantScreen from Photon System Instruments (PSI), Czech Republic849

(PlantScreen)850

(iv) Field phenotyping platform, ETH Zurich, Switzerland(Field)851

(v) Lemnatec’s plant phenotyping platform at National Plant Phenomics852

Centre, Aberystwyth University, United Kingdom (Lemnatec)853

(vi) The Bellwether Foundation Phenotyping Facility, Rothamsted, Re-854

search Center Julich, Germany (Bellwether)855

HTPPs typically include automated greenhouse facilities like growth cham-856

bers with robotics, precise environmental control and a combination of sen-857

sors to explore plant growth and performance (Araus & Cairns, 2014).858

To quantify genotypes, the HTPPs provide time-series measurements,859

monitoring growth parameters, increased yield and adaptability to abiotic860

or biotic stresses on individual plants of a particular phenotype interacting861

with its surrounding environment (Fahlgren et al., 2015; Sytar et al., 2017).862

Non-destructive sensors and advances in data processing have revolutionised863

the development of HTPPs that became major tools in plant phenotyping864

studies. However, to efficiently utilise multi-sensor systems in HTPPs, well-865

planned experimentation is required to obtain phenomics data which can be866

linked with the results of metabolomic, molecular or physiological parameters867

(Walter et al., 2015). HSI is a unique multi-purpose sensor with applications868

on foliar content estimation, disease detection, variety identification, growth869

monitoring, heavy metal detection and stress related studies. Many of the870

applications of HSI are adapted from the remote sensing domain. Methodolo-871

gies and conclusions already existing in remote sensing can be adopted and872
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adjusted for close range applications (Walter et al., 2015). HSI can become873

an integral part of HTPPs for exploring the genetic variabilities in plants874

efficiently and reliably (Sytar et al., 2017).875

6. Technical challenges876

Figure 6: An illustration explaining the interaction of light with the complex plant geom-

etry for (a.) artificial illumination conditions and (b.) natural agriculture conditions.

In the last decade, HSI is increasingly being applied for assessment of877

functional plant traits in close range settings. Nevertheless, as an emerging878

application, it faces some major challenges limiting its full potential. Many879

of the limitations are either related to the technical complexity of the imaging880

setup or the nature of the samples to be imaged.881

To date, the most common imaging setup used for close range HSI acquisi-882

tion is based on a push-broom movement of the sensor. In this technique, the883
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acquisition of HSI is slower than other conventional RGB, thermal and NIR884

cameras. Another issue with the push-broom technique is the possibility of885

having signal disturbance due to the relative movement between the sample886

and the imaging platform. One of the common, resulting effects associated887

with this problem is line stripping. Usually, these effects can be handled888

by dark and white reference calibration, but if the effect is too prominent,889

a proper de-noising technique (Rogass et al., 2014) is needed to recover the890

damaged image information. Furthermore, as the amount of data generated891

by HSI is enormous, managing experimental data is a challenging task, and892

it requires additional costs in handling the storage and transmission. There-893

fore, efficient compression should be applied to these data to ensure ease of894

access and transportation of the generated data (Tang & Pearlman, 2006).895

HSI being used in exploring plants traits such as water content, nutri-896

ent status, disease infections and insect damages, has a high cost compared897

to other sensors such as RGB cameras, point spectrophotometers etc (Lee,898

2015). A common approach is to use HSI in an exploratory first phase to899

identify relevant application-specific wavelengths, and then further on use,900

this information to design and apply cheaper multispectral systems (Mahlein901

et al., 2013; Mutka & Bart, 2015).902

When applied particularly in close range laboratory settings, HSI suffers903

from disturbances caused by the applied illumination, and therefore, sen-904

sor calibration concerning the illumination is a major concern. Dark and905

white reference calibration is frequently required which consequently slows906

down the acquisition process. A specific close range challenge is that the re-907

flectance strongly depends on the distance and the orientation of each region908
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of interest towards the light source and camera. Further complications are909

due to complex leaf curvatures, local surface irregularities and the complex910

3D geometry of plants causing multiple reflections and self-shading, which911

influence the underlying signal from any biochemical parameter or biophys-912

ical process. The complex geometry and its interaction with the light for913

artificial and natural illumination can be understood with Figure 6. It can914

be seen in Figure 6(a.) that in artificial illumination conditions, the top of a915

plant receives more illumination than the bottom. These differences in illu-916

mination cause additive and multiplicative effects in the reflectance spectrum917

generated by the plants (Mohd Shahrimie et al., 2016). In field conditions,918

this distance effect is not apparent, since the light source is very far away,919

but the imaging is largely affected by the location of the sun, i.e. the angle920

of the sun rays towards the nadir.921

To deal with these illumination effects, various technical solutions are be-922

ing introduced by different researchers. Behmann et al. (2014a) proposed a923

combination of HSI with 3D point clouds obtained from a laser triangula-924

tion scanner as a promising approach to deal with this problem. These 3D925

plant models were used by Roscher et al. (2016) for the detection of Cer-926

cospora leaf spot disease symptoms on sugar beet plants. An improvement927

in detection of disease symptoms was obtained by incorporating the local928

inclination information from the 3D plant models. However, the spatial reso-929

lution that can be obtained with 3D cloud points is much lower than the HSI930

data. Also, since the HSI and the geometric information are not acquired931

simultaneously, even the smallest motion artefact or misregistration lead to932

significant inaccuracies.933
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When no additional sensor to support the generation of a 3D model934

is available, other correction methods are required. In outdoor environ-935

ments, Vigneau et al. (2011) used normalisation (Standard Normal Variate936

(SNV)) to remove leaf inclination effects, considerably improving the estima-937

tion of nitrogen content in wheat plants. Similarly, Mohd Shahrimie et al.938

(2016) modelled distance and orientation effects in laboratory environments939

by the inverse square law and Lambert’s cosine law and used the SNV to940

correct for these effects. In a different approach, Jay et al. (2016) incorpo-941

rated two additional parameters, incident angle and illumination zenith angle942

in the directional hemispherical reflectance model of leaf optical properties943

(PROSPECT) to deal with the bidirectional reflectance effects in close-range944

HSI. They validated this model using VNIR and SWIR HSI of various leaf945

species and obtained accurate maps of chlorophyll content, water thickness,946

leaf mass per unit area and leaf orientation.947

7. Conclusion948

The ability of HSI to provide integrated spatial and spectral information949

offers a perfect combination of rapid non-destructive assessment of plant950

traits. In the VIS region of the electromagnetic spectrum, the spectral infor-951

mation is majorly dominated by pigments while in the NIR, the information952

is related to different biochemical constituents such as water, starch, protein953

etc. A wide range of emerging applications of HSI, on whole plants or on954

plucked leaves, such as foliar content estimation, disease detection, species955

identification, growth monitoring, stress related studies, phenotyping and956

adoption of HSI in HTPPs, prove that HSI is a potential tool for rapid and957
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non-destructive exploration of plant traits.958

Apart from being a costly technique, HSI is still in its initial stage of959

development for close range application to plants and faces some techni-960

cal difficulties. These include illumination effects resulting from the complex961

geometry of plants, overlaying the underlying biophysical and biochemical in-962

formation in the spectra. Various methods such as 3D plant models, spectral963

normalisation and physically based models are being developed to deal with964

these effects. However, there is still no standard method to deal with these965

illumination effects. Another technical difficulty is related to the storage of966

the vast amount of data generated from the imaging. Therefore, efficient HSI967

data compression methods are needed to keep the experimental data record.968

The use of HSI in close range for exploring plant traits benefits from earlier969

successes of HSI in remote sensing and from the state-of-the-art in point970

spectroscopy, from which many existing processing techniques can be adapted971

to close-range HSI. To prove the potential of HSI, more applications and new972

techniques which are accurate for close range HSI are needed. Opportunities973

also exist for developing standard procedures to remove the illumination974

effects from the images and for performing compression of HSI. With the975

advancement in sensor technology and data analysis, it can be expected that976

HSI will become a primary tool for exploring functional plant traits.977
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